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Coaches Clipboard
The highest level of professional hockey may not be played in North America this
year with the lockout, but the dream is still alive for many kids to get there in the
future. As coaches we often focus mostly on what happens with skill
development and winning games. We can do a huge service for all our kids by
making them aware of the importance of academics and how an increasing
percentage of elite professionals are coming from collegiate educational
institutions. By being a positive influence and leading our players to have high
academic standards we can make a substantial impact on all their futures. Take
extra interest and ask players to bring their report cards to practice when they get
them. Having an adult other than their teacher or parent encouraging them can
make an impact. Enjoy the article below. – Coach Mish

Record 300 Alums Play in NHL
Monday, April 9, 2012

A total of 300 former U.S. college hockey players participated in the 2011-12 NHL regular
season that concluded Saturday, the biggest NCAA representation in history and a 39%
increase from 10 years ago (216).

Former college players accounted for 30.5% of all players in the NHL this season, also a
record and the second straight season at 30% or higher. Forty-six former college players
made their NHL debuts this season, including seven who appeared after their college seasons
concluded.

The 300 former college players who played in the NHL this season represented 45 colleges, led
by Michigan (23), Wisconsin (22) and Boston College (21).
Among the former NCAA stars who played in the NHL this year were Brian Elliott (Wisconsin),
who led the league’s goaltenders in goals-against average and save percentage, and Jonathan
Quick (Massachusetts), who led the league in shutouts. Seven 30-goal scorers were among
the group, as well as five of the top nine rookie scorers in the league, including rookie goalscoring leader Matt Read (Bemidji State). Jonathan Toews (North Dakota) led the league in
faceoffs and Curtis Glencross (Alaska-Anchorage) led in shooting percentage.

More than half of the NHLers who played college hockey spent all four years in school, with
74% staying at least three years on campus. Eighty-four of the former college players who
reached the NHL this year were undrafted free agents.
College hockey’s impact in the NHL will continue to be felt moving forward, as already 40
players have signed NHL contracts at the conclusion of their 2011-12 college seasons – an
average of more than one per NHL team. More than 200 NHL draft picks played college hockey
this season, and 96 current or future college players were among the players in the NHL
Central Scouting rankings for the 2012 NHL Draft that were released today.
The college season concluded Saturday with Boston College winning the national championship
with a 4-1 victory against Ferris State at the Tampa Bay Times Forum in Tampa, Fla., the
eighth NHL arena to host a college game this season.
Thanks to Let’s Play Hockey magazine (letsplayhockey.com) for statistics on college players in
the NHL prior to 2010-11.
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